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Abstract

In this paper, I propose a theory of transferable sincere voting (TSV) – a modification of the standard

sincere voting assumption. I examine how candidate’s pre-election activities – candidate drop-out with

endorsement – influence the voters’ actions based on both their preferences and “transferred preferences”

for candidates. A TSV equilibrium arises when the voters in an electorate, acting in accordance with their

preferences for the candidates under the assumption of TSV, generate an election result that justifies

their transferred preferences. I prove that TSV equilibria always exist while the set of TSV equilibria

varies with the choice of voting system. I characterize equilibrium outcomes under different electoral

systems: the plurality rule, approval voting, the Borda rule, proportional representation, and run-off. I

contrast candidate activities of pure drop-out with that of candidate drop-out with endorsement intended

to influence an equilibrium outcome by transferring voter’s choices. Through this paper, I introduce a new

conceptual principle comparable to traditional sincere and strategic voting assumptions in the analysis

of voter’s choice in multi-candidate elections.
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Extended Abstract

Motivation

There has been a substantial literature in political science considering the spatial theory of voting for over the

past half-century.1 The first major work dates at least to Downs (1957) and earlier. Voting procedures have

been used to decide important and controversial issues, and the strategic behavior of parties, candidates, and

voters, especially strategic voting, and the influence of different factors on presidential elections has been an

important body of research in the voting literature.2

Elections dominated by two parties are the rule in the U.S.; however, in many cases, presidential elections

involve more than two candidates or parties running for office and the choice are to be made among more

than two candidates. Most quantitative analyses of mass elections, in particular, based on the spatial model

have involved two-party elections; however, the literature vastly expanded its explorations to multicandidate

or multi-party elections.3 Among those, vast majority of research on the third candidate effect has been

on the effect of candidate drop-outs, of additional parties entering the race, or of endorsement by a third

influential person toward a particular candidate in multiparty elections on election results.

I focus on the combined impact of candidate’s pre-election activities of which I call candidate drop-out

with endorsement. What happens if one candidate withdrew from the election campaign, but throwing his

official support to a specific remaining candidate?

In this paper, I provide a theory of transferable sincere voting, focusing on mass elections with more than

two candidates, and investigate from the theoretical perspective the behavioral equilibria consequences of

voters actions under the assumption of transferable sincere voting. The goal of this paper is to introduce

a novel conceptual principle comparable to the traditional sincere and strategic voting assumptions in the

analysis of voter’s choice in multi-candidate elections.

A Brief Roadmap

Fix a voting rule, e.g. the plurality rule. Assume that there are three candidates and some underlying

distribution of voters’ preferences over those candidates. Consider a case in which one candidate drops out

(exogenously, maybe because he runs out of money). Then, what does the mapping from preferences to

candidates elected look like? How does drop-out impact the election outcome (under the standard voting

assumptions)?

Now, I ask a second question: What happens if we randomly choose one of three candidates, “kill” him

off; but just before he “dies,” he can endorse another candidate who is closest (in terms of a policy space) to

him. What would be the impact of this endorsement?

1Simply stated, the spatial model predicts that a person votes for the candidate nearest to him or her on the issues, where
issues or ideology matter.

2See Enelow and Hinich (1984).
3See Bartels (1986); Cox (1987); Alvarez (1998); Alvarez and Nagler (1995, 1998).
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In order to analyze this, we first need to think about what an endorsement means. Therefore, I propose

a new assumption on voting behavior – transferable sincere voting (TSV) assumption: A voter votes for

the candidate that she likes best; or votes for the candidate that she likes best endorses (in cases where

the candidate that she likes best dropped out or she can place a second vote). In my model, voters are

not strategic; rather, they vote according to TSV, i.e., the voters actions are based on their preferences and

“transferred preferences” for candidates.4 I show that under the assumption of TSV, if one candidate drops

out with endorsing another candidate, the dynamics of election outcomes would be different from that under

the standard voting assumptions.5

Finally, I change the voting rule – e.g., approval voting, the Borda rule, proportional representation, or

run-off – and ask: How does the mapping from preferences to final outcomes change?

Some issues to consider

• Welfare analysis: What is the impact of endorsement with TSV assumption on welfare? How do we

compare different voting systems? What is the welfare metrics?

• Endorsement: Why it might be rational for the voters to listen to endorsements? We can imagine this

game as some kind of a search model. An endorsement in fact has some information in it. For instance,

it could save voters on their search costs. A single voter’s vote does not matter much anyway, so it may

be rational for the voter to just use endorsement as information and do what her favorite candidate

tells her to do rather than throw away her vote. This might give a lot of potency to endorsements.
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